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Welcome to the Lands of Arekoz. This document is designed to give you 
everything you need to know to create characters and adventures in the 
Lands of Arekoz. The feel is similar to Europe in the 11th century, with 
several other cultures, and even other races. Dwarves who dwell in the 
mountain and nearby hill, elves who live in forests, and halflings who 
cheerfully dwell in their burrows are known, but many peasants never 
see them. Magic also exists, but is feared, sometimes suppressed and 
rarely ever encountered, although the power of the gods is undeniable, 
and many unpleasant aspects of life are attributed to beings unseen. 

In fact, you may note that in this world six thousand years have passed 
between the beginning of the Bronze Age and the technological and 
social development that is equivalent to 11th century Europe. This is far 
longer than our world and is due to the stability that divine magic has 
provided. First, with gods being far more defined, and producing tangible 
miracles in a reproducible and consistent way, the conflict between 
various religions doesn’t exist on the same scale. The gods make clear 
which ways they wish to be worshipped. Secondly, no Black Plague or 
similar event has occurred to upset the social order as enough healing 
and curative magic exists, in even medium-sized villages, to stop the 
progression of any natural diseases before it can become widespread. 

THE TWIN REALMS 
The universe inhabited by the characters in this campaign contains two 
realms. One is Terrene. This is the world upon which rests the Lands of 
Arekoz, as well as the other lands listed in the Gazetteer. In addition, a 
second realm exists called the Spirit Realm. This world is divided into 
portions governed by gods and other beings. Populating the Spirit Realm 
are also the souls of this world who depart Terrene at the moment of 
death. Beyond these realms is the Far Realm. Little is known about this 
place, and the beings who dwell there seem to care little about the failures 
and triumphs of those who dwell in the Twin Reams. 

CREATION AND THE FRACTURE 
Before Terrene existed, the Spirit Realm was created by the divine power 
who is known to scholars as Composer. This being initially populated it 
with all sorts of wild creatures that crawled across the land, flew in the 
air, burrowed in the dirt, or swam in the water. 

Composer mingled with, and found a sort of contentment from, his 
creations. He eventually desired to have someone more like himself. The 
Composer made three beings known as the Primals.  
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Primals 
Primals were immensely powerful beings fashioned to worship and 
celebrate Composer, and relieve his unbearable loneliness. For many 
eons two of these Primals were filled with joy and brought fulfillment to 
Composer. The third Primal, named Mordancy, chaffed at being 
expected to exist simply to bring succor to the Composer. 

Mordancy betrayed Composer, stole the secret of creation and began 
to make more Primals to worship himself rather than Composer. 
Composer became enraged, shared the secret of creation with the other 
two Primals, and cast Mordancy and his worshippers (who became the 
greatest fiends) into a volcano in the center of the Spirit Realm, which 
Mordancy expanded into a vast dark realm.  

As Composer wept over his failure, he shattered into nine aspects. This 
event is referred to as The Fracture. Three aspects of the Composer went 
to each Primal. Knowledge, Life and Nature merged with the eldest 
Primal to become the Lady of Changes. Light, Tempest, War went to 
the youngest of the Prime who became the Lord of Radiance. Trickery, 
Grave and Death followed the Lord of Shadows into Brimstone. The 
Primals then became the true gods of the Divine Triangle. 

TERRENE 
The first acts of the Lord of Radiance performed was to create an army 
of Celestials to keep the fiends of the Lord of Shadows contained. At the 
same time, the Lady of Changes created a new world to populate with 
beings to worship them both. This newly created world is Terrene, the 
world the characters know, along with its two moons and the sun which 
gives Terrene its warmth and light. 

Each of the gods created races to fill the new world, with The Lady of 
Changes and the Lord of Radiance creating the kindred races and other 
good or neutral beings, and the Lord of Shadows adding the fell races 
such as goblinkind, gnolls and kobolds. 

Ether 
To connect Terrene to the Spirit Realm, the Ether was created that is 
coexistent in both and exists in all the Spirit Realm realms and all 
portions of Terrene. Terrene itself is visible from the Ether, but it appears 
muted and indistinct, its colors blurring into each other and its edges 
blurred. 

While it is possible to see into the Terrene from the Ether, the Ether is 
usually invisible to those on Terrene. Normally, creatures in the Ether 
cannot attack creatures on the Terrene, and vice versa. A traveler in the 
Ether is invisible, incorporeal, and utterly silent to someone on Terrene. 

The Ether is mostly empty of structures and impediments. However, 
the Ether has its own inhabitants. Some of these are other Ethereal 
travelers, but the ghosts and other beings found here pose a particular 
peril to those who walk the fog. 

THE SPIRIT REALM 
The Spirit Realm is home to the gods, fiends, celestials, Elementals and 
the destination of souls of the departed. Similar in some respects to 
Terrene, the Spirit Realm contains realms that represent the three gods 
as well as Elemental, Astral and Ethereal areas.  

Realms of the Gods 
Firstly, in the center of the Spirit Realm is a massive volcano with an 
opening more than a hundred miles across, and whose depth has never 
fully been explored, is Brimstone. It is a dark and evil places where fiends 
dwell and the dammed live in torment, ruled by the Lord of Shadows. 
Surrounding this is Empyrean, a shining, beautiful and bright realm with 

a great army of celestials to keep the fiends from spilling out to the rest 
of the Spirit Realm. In addition, the souls of warriors who died with 
honor dwell there. This realm is ruled by The Lord of Radiance in his 
castle of gold. Surrounding all this is Verdant, a great lush green land 
filled with souls of the good people who lived on Terrene who now tend 
to farms producing food and goods for all the Spirit Realm (including 
those ruled by the Lord of Shadows and the Lord of Radiance). This 
realm is ruled by the Lady of Changes from within a seemingly endless 
maze of shelves filled with ancient tomes and scrolls that is actually her 
eternal library. 

The Elemental Realms 
Beyond Verdant, a ring divided into four different realms is found. Each 
of these is dominated by a single element, Terrestia (earth), Conflagratia 
(fire), Aquia (water) and Breath (air). Where these realms meet are the 
smaller realms of Alluvium (where earth and water meet), Glacia (where 
air and water meet), Reek (where air and fire meet) and Magma (where 
earth and fire meet). 

Each of these realms is ruled by an Elemental Prince. They are not as 
powerful as one of the Divine Triangle, but when they are in their specific 
realm, are on par with the mighty fiend princes that serve the Lord of 
Shadows directly. 

The Astral Plane 
The border that separates the overall Spirit Realm from Terrene, and 
also separates each of the realms in the Sprit World, is the Astral plane. 
While it separates, it also touches all realms. When a being moves 
through a portal or projects his spirit, he travels through the Astral plane. 
Even spells that allow instantaneous movement touch the Astral plane. 

The Astral plane is a great, endless area of clear silvery sky above the 
Spirit Realm.  

HISTORY OF AREKOZ 
Thousands of years ago, the continent now known at Arekoz was 
unknown to the people of the Great Kingdom in Nolia. The Great 
Kingdom was established after the eventual defeat of the Arcanum, 
tyrannical wizard lords who ruled over all of Nolia with great cruelty and 
disregard for the people. Even more than 10 millennia later, the nobility 
of both the Great Kingdom in Nolia and Borelle in Arekoz have 
suppressed any development of an arcane guild or college (beyond a 
wizard taking on a single apprentice to pass on his knowledge) for fear of 
a return of the Arcanum. 

The kingdom, with a thriving economy with vibrant trade throughout 
the continent, was entering its Bronze Age with many new philosophical 
and technological advances. As the High King looked for new riches, 
ships explored eastward. The brave explorers from Nolia discovered the 
Pirate Islands, and then Arekoz. It was soon after discovered the Icefolk 
had, long ago, established freeholds in the northern reaches of this new 
land. To this day, the Icefolk have flourished in northern Arekoz, 
mirroring their cousins in Nolia. 

Early on, the central lands were filled with fell creatures such as Gnolls 
and Goblinkind. After many years of warfare, the Gnolls were pushed 
back to the fell lands, and the Goblinkind mostly retreated to the Ash 
Wood. Both races have learned a bitter respect for these men from the 
west, and their technologies. As the Gnolls were pushed back to the Black 
Mountains, they gathered near Dardum, eventually attacking and taking 
the great Dwarf city in a great battle. In the end, although the Dwarves 
abandoned their home, the Gnolls were decimated as well.  
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ISOLATION AND WAR WITH NOLIA 
After the borders eventually stabilized, a long time of peace and stability 
began that lasted millennia. This period has seen great progress and great 
victories over evil. It would not last forever, however. Two centuries ago 
multiple scandals involving corruption gripped the Great Kingdom, 
forcing the High King to utilize his legions to quell uprisings throughout 
his lands. This combined with terrible and unnatural storms in the seas 
between Nolia and Arekoz, virtually cut off the two continents from each 
other. Some believed the storms were magical in origin, although no one 
credible ever claimed responsibility. The Barons in Arekoz, seizing the 
opportunity, declared their independence. With no reinforcements and 
supplies from Nolia, the legions loyal to the High King were in no 
position to resist. For two years, while the strange storms raged deep in 
the ocean, the Barons became Kings themselves, answering to no one.  

Priests of the Church of Three Faces finally dispelled the great tempests 
with powerful rituals. While some have whispered that the Church of 
Three Faces tried to extort the High King into declaring the church the 
official religion of the Great Kingdom through creating the storms, no 
one dared make the claim aloud in the High King’s court.  

Nolia asserted itself again after a brief but bloody fight, and the lands 
were once again securely under the rule of the High King and his legions. 
Since then, it has been tradition that the heir to the throne of the Great 
Kingdom spends much of their time ruling the lands of Arekoz until 
succeeding his father in Nolia. 

MAGICAL CATACLYSM 
It has recently been discovered that in the long distant past, even before 
the founding of the Great Kingdom, Arekoz was dominated by the 
ancient Empire of Mireaveth which wielded terrible magics. The ruins 
of ancient castles and extensive labyrinths have been found throughout 
western Arekoz. Evidence points to some disaster of a magical nature 
that involved Scalekin from the south, devastating the Mireavethian 
people. The nature of this cataclysm has never been clearly understood, 
as the recording of their history seems to abruptly stop after a sudden 
migration to the north. Many Mireaveth survivors retreated north, 
eventually inter-marrying with the Icefolk. Today, some Icefolk still have 
the dusky skin and black hair of Mireavethians. 

GAZETTEER OF AREKOZ 
VICEROYALTY OF BORELLE  
The Viceroyalty of Borelle composes the central portion of the known 
lands of Arekoz, stretching from the western coastline east to the Black 
Mountains, as far north as the southern third of the Whisperwood, and 
as far south as the city of Threebridges on the River of Orphans. 

Borelle is a sparsely populated feudal domain consisting of three 
Duchies (Malfette, Boehr, and Verness) and one Principality (Norris). 
Traditionally, the male heir of the Great Kingdom of the western 
continent of Nolia leaves the Great Kingdom for Norris on his 9th 
birthday and rules as Viceroy there (with the help of a royally appointed 
regent until his 15th birthday) until succeeding his father as High King 
and returning to Nolia. During periods when there is no eligible Prince 
to serve as Viceroy, the position is held by whichever of the three Barons 
is most currently in favor with the King. In recent years this has usually 
been the Baron of Malfette. Many unpopular or suspiciously ambitious 
Princes have died under mysterious circumstances during the period of 
their Viceroyalty, so many in fact that receiving a death sentence is 
sometimes referred to as being “Crowned in Norris.” The current ruler 

is Martin IX (often called Martin the Large), a rotund 12-year-old who 
lacks self discipline and seems particularly cruel. 

Culturally and technologically, Borelle is very much like medieval 
Western Europe of the 11th century. Common people are quite rustic, 
and literacy is only common among the nobility and the various 
churches. Most commoners live and die without ever leaving the village 
of their birth. Travel between the scattered communities is dangerous, 
and strangers are viewed with suspicion. Commoners revere merchants 
and artisans, but often dread the attention of aristocrats and other 
powerful individuals whose actions seem to be above any law. It is said 
that in Borelle, “Blood trumps both wit and sword.” 

Borelle is organized using feudalism, as in a set of reciprocal legal and 
military obligations among the warrior nobility, revolving around the 
three key concepts of lords, vassals and fiefs. A lord is in broad terms a 
noble who holds land, a vassal is a person who is granted possession of 
the land by the lord, and the land is known as a fief. In exchange for the 
use of the fief and protection by the lord, the vassal provides some sort of 
service to the lord. There are many varieties of feudal land tenure, 
consisting of military and non-military service. The obligations and 
corresponding rights between lord and vassal concerning the fief form 
the basis of the feudal relationship. 

Before a lord can grant land (a fief) to someone, he has to make that 
person a vassal. This is done at a formal and symbolic ceremony called a 
commendation ceremony, which is composed of the two-part act of 
homage and oath of fealty. During homage, the lord and vassal enter into 
a contract in which the vassal promises to fight for the lord at his 
command, whilst the lord agrees to protect the vassal from external and 
supernatural forces.  

Once the commendation ceremony is complete, the lord and vassal are 
in a feudal relationship with agreed obligations to one another. The 
vassal’s principal obligation to the lord is to “aid”, or for military service. 
Using whatever equipment the vassal can obtain by virtue of the 
revenues from the fief, the vassal is responsible to answer calls to military 
service on behalf of the lord. This security of military help is the primary 
reason the lord enters into the feudal relationship. In addition, the vassal 
could have other obligations to his lord, such as maintaining trade with 
other nearby kindred races, securing forests and caves containing fell 
creatures, or attendance at his court. 

It could also involve the vassal providing “counsel”, so that if the lord 
faced a major decision he would summon all his vassals and hold a 
council. At the level of the manor this might be a fairly mundane matter 
of agricultural policy, but also included sentencing by the lord for 
criminal offenses, including capital punishment in some cases. 

There are several locations worthy of note in the Viceroyalty of Borelle 
as capitals, or for trade partners and other factors. The jagged rocks of 
Frothing Bay pose a hazard to the longboats sailing the Western Sea. 
Perched on the river Murmur, King’s Hope is the seat of the Barony of 
Malfette. The seat of the Barony of Boehr, Tostig trades with the nearby 
Dwarves. Reputedly haunted, the Dim Wood is the hunting ground for 
the Baron of Malfette. The Tangle is an inhospitable swamp populated 
by lepers and brigands. Famed for its great library, Garveaux is the seat 
of the Principality of Norris. The southernmost city of Borelle, 
Threebridges trades with the nearby Drumfolk. The northernmost city 
of Borelle, Starsfell is the seat of the Barony of Verness. 

FREEHOLDS OF THE ICEFOLK 
The Freeholds of the Icefolk compose the northwest portion of the known 
lands of Arekoz, stretching from the western coastline as far east as the 
Black Mountains, and as far south as the northern third of the 
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Whisperwood. There is no established northern border, but settlements 
north of the Bonelands are rare due to the frigid weather. 

The Freeholds are very sparsely populated, with most settlements on 
the coastline or within the Griffinwood. Each settlement must also be 
prepared to spend large portions of the year isolated due to the severe 
winter, particularly in the far north. Not a nation proper, the Freeholds 
consist of hundreds of small Clans, each led by a Chieftain. Status as 
Chieftain is not a hereditary position, and is usually decided by a 
bloodless duel or other physical competition. The frigid Bonelands are 
dotted with ancient cairns where the Icefolk bury their chieftains. Clans 
occasionally skirmish, but are generally relatively friendly, trading goods 
and exchanging children of marriageable age. Tradition dictates that any 
Chieftain can call the other Clans to his aid in times of war, but must give 
up his authority after the need has passed.  

Culturally and technologically, the coastal Icefolk resemble 
Scandinavian Vikings of the 11th century. The inland Icefolk are more 
insular and superstitious than their coastal brethren, and are more prone 
to inter-clan violence. Coastal Icefolk enjoy the company of travelers, 
particularly those who share stories of their travels and homeland, 
though the sailors of Hrothmundr often raid southern ports in their 
dragon ships. Inland Icefolk are usually unfriendly to outsiders, although 
not usually murderous. The Icefolk have a strong tradition of skalds to 
memorialize their history. Icefolk rarely breed horses, but sometimes 
domesticate elk or caribou to use as mounts and beasts of burden. The 
craftsmen of Needles cut saplings from the Griffinwood to craft fine bows. 

The Icefolk have no concept of social class distinctions, and individuals 
rise to positions within their community solely based upon their merits. 
Those with valuable skills are revered, as are powerful warriors, wise 
elders, and women of childbearing age. There is a strong division 
between the roles of men and women, although the roles have a relatively 
equal status, and both are equally respected.  

Icefolk often have blonde hair and light brown or blue eyes. Some 
display the characteristic darker skin and black hair of Mireavethians. 
While everyone is more or less to be treated equally regardless of 
ethnicity, some of Mireavethians descent secretly keep the ceremonies 
and lore of their ancestors alive.  

ELF SETTLEMENTS 
In the known lands of Arekoz, Elves are isolated to two communities. Sea 
Elves and High Elves share the enclave of Silis in the Ring Isles west of 
Frothing Bay, while Wood Elves of the enclave of Lyril jealously patrol 
the northeastern half of the Whisperwood.  

The Sea Elves of Silis have resided on the coral isles of since before the 
first men migrated from Nolia. They are a peaceful folk; more at home 
in the ocean than on land. Historically, they have taken little interest in 
the goings on of terrestrial folk, always fleeing into the waves in times of 
trouble. They are very shy, and avoid contact with outsiders. They do 
sometimes trade pearls with passing ships. 

Recent arrivals to Silis are High Elven refugees from Nolia. Fifteen 
years ago the High Elven Queen of Rillian succumbed to madness after 
a reign of over 4000 years. Certain noble families of the High Elven court 
were targeted for imprisonment or execution, seemingly at random. Civil 
war broke out, and refugees from disfavored families have steadily fled 
east to Silis ever since. 

The High Elven refugees are a sad people, haunted by the knowledge 
of the civil war in their homeland, and deprived of the great art and 
tradition of their ancient civilization. They are on fair terms with the men 
of Borelle, but their reserved nature and haughty personalities make their 
alliances temporary at best. 

The Wood Elves of Lyril are a xenophobic race that jealously guards 
the sylvan glades of the Whisperwood. They have resided there for 
thousands of years but originated in Rillian. In ancient times some 
mysterious feud with the High Elves lead to their exodus, with even the 
long-lived elves eventually losings the exact reasons after generations in 
their new home. They now spurn outside contact, except for trade with 
the Centaurs, with few exceptions. 

Sea Elves rarely work metal, but make tools and weapons out of coral 
and shell. High Elves are expert swordsmen, while Wood Elves are 
renowned for archery. Sea Elves prefer nets, tridents and spears. 

DWARF SETTLEMENTS 
In the area described by the known lands of Arekoz, Dwarves can be 
found primarily in the rugged peaks of the Black Mountains or in the 
hills to the west of them. Dwarven history states that Dwarves have 
resided in those mountains for many thousands of years after originally 
migrating there by way of endless underground caverns from an 
unknown rugged and dark land to the east. Legends state that the 
Dwarves originally entered those caverns to escape a terrible plague of 
undeath and didn’t dare emerge for three generations. 

The Dwarves named the place where they first emerged from the 
endless dark as Dardum — “Darkness Ends” — and built a great city 
where those caverns opened onto the surface. Their city built, the 
Dwarves of Dardum explored the surface world for decades, 
encountering vast hordes of Gnolls. The Dwarves skirmished with them 
for centuries. Eventually, however, the remnants of a great army of 
Gnolls pushed from west by men, overwhelmed Dardum. The city was 
abandoned, and its huge empty halls now house only particularly bold 
Gnolls, the dead, and worse. 

The Dwarves were dispersed throughout the Black Mountains, 
forming many small Delves. The most familiar of these Delves to men is 
the City of Hammer’s Din. A great waterfall — the Great Falls — cuts a 
huge cataract in the southern face of the Black Mountains. Behind that 
waterfall, Hammer’s Din is built into a huge shelf in the cliff face. From 
there the Dwarves trade their wares with the Borelleans of nearby Tostig. 
It is said that more masterwork arms are forged every day in Hammer’s 
Din than in all the rest of the world combined. 

Culturally and technologically, Dwarves are very Tolkienesque. They 
are greatly skilled craftsmen, particularly skilled in masonry and 
smithing. Dwarves dislike elves and hold a grudge against humans after 
the loss of Dardum after the Gnolls were pushed into Dwarven lands. 
Dwarves are masters of steel, a Dwarven word meaning “strength”. They 
constantly forge new weapons, adding to an ancient cache. Legends say 
that a Dwarven hero will arise from the east, leading an army sufficiently 
large to wield all those cached weapons and retake Dardum. 

HALFLING SETTLEMENTS 
Rather than place their faith in empires or great causes, many halflings 
prefer to focus on the simpler and humbler virtues of their families and 
local communities. Halflings claim no cultural homeland and control no 
settlements or even small towns. Most often, they dwell at the knees of 
Viceroyalty of Borelle cities, eking out livings quiet lives of crafting and 
farming. Many halflings lead perfectly fulfilling lives in the shadow of 
their larger neighbors, while a very few prefer more nomadic lives, 
traveling the world and experiencing all it has to offer. 

Culturally and technologically, Halflings are much like the 
Tolkienesque Hobbits. Halflings rely on customs and traditions to 
maintain their own culture. They have an extensive oral history filled 
with important stories about folk heroes who exemplify particular 
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halfling virtues, but otherwise see little purpose in studying history in and 
of itself. Given a choice between a pointless truth and a useful fable, 
halflings almost always opt for the fable. This tendency helps to explain 
at least something of the famous halfling adaptability. Halflings look to 
the future and find it very easy to cast off the weight of ancient grudges 
or obligations that drag down so many other races. 

CENTAUR SETTLEMENTS 
The area of the known lands of Arekoz just west of the Black Mountains 
and just north of the Whisperwood is a vast expanse of rolling hills and 
flatlands dominated by scrub. The weather is cold, and the winds from 
the mountainside are particularly brutal. Wolves, wild horses, and birds 
of prey are common. Men shun this region, but nomadic clans of 
Centaurs, famed for and archery, eke out a rough existence there. Calling 
their rugged steppes the Briarheath, the Centaurs have little contact with 
other races, but are generally quite friendly. 

Due to their nomadic lifestyle, most centaurs have no use for books or 
literacy, but all have a great respect for scholars and storytellers. 
Strangers who approach them with good intentions are afforded 
hospitality in exchange for news of the outside world, stories, or songs. 
Centaurs have long feuded with Gnolls and, since the men from Nolia 
pushed the Gnolls into the Black Mountains, have flourished in their 
lands. They are the only race to maintain friendly relations with the 
Wood Elves of Lyril in the Whisperwood, with whom they sometimes 
trade their leather goods for food in particularly harsh winters. 

EMIRATES OF THE SANDFOLK 
The area of the known lands of Arekoz flanking the River of Orphans 
composes the Emirates of the Sandfolk, a desert-dwelling race 
reminiscent of Arabic cultures of the 11th century. The area of the Desert 
of Ur-Quabad defines the borders of the Emirates. Ur-Quabad — “The 
Sacred Sands” — is a treacherous land where brutal heat and 
unpredictable sandstorms keep the population sparse, mobile and tough. 
There are few permanent settlements, as most Sandfolk are nomadic 
Bedouins. Those permanent settlements that do exist, however, are 
remarkable examples of learning, architecture, and sophisticated 
civilization. 

While the land is generally called the Emirates, that name is somewhat 
misleading. Most of the area of Ur-Quabad is entirely unpopulated, and 
those Emirs that do exist claim only a fraction of the populated areas. 
Most Sandfolk live nomadic lives, paying little heed to political 
organizations larger than their tribe. All do, however, pay at least lip 
service to the Great Emir of Quabad. It is this esteemed individual, the 
Emir of all Emirs who claims the entirety of Ur-Quabad as his own.  

The Sandfolk are distrustful of outsiders, and many of the nomadic 
tribes can be downright belligerent. They have a great tradition of 
hospitality, however, and will exchange food and shelter for gracious 
words or petty gifts given with proper ceremony. The exchange of gifts 
is an important cultural phenomenon, and most Sandfolk carry small 
tokens to exchange with persons who might cross their path. Sandfolk 
consider Ur-Quabad the holiest of lands, and are loathe leaving their 
rugged desert due to ancient taboo. Individual clans have additional 
taboos, while a taboo against touching unclean animals — including 
horses — is nearly universal. Camels are used for transport, as are axe-
beaks, large flightless birds that vaguely resemble emus. 

Ur-Quabad features two cities of note. The smaller of these, Quabad, 
is revered by the Sandfolk as holy. It is here that their great prophets 
assembled in ancient days to write down the wisdom of the gods, and 
where their first oracles saw into the future. Scholars from across the 

world visit Quabad, to commune with the local philosophers, to browse 
the wisdom of the Great Library, have their fortune told by oracles, or to 
seek the ear of the Emir of all Emirs. 

Quabad is famous for the River of Orphans, which it flanks. 
Traditionally, orphaned children who have no one to provide for him or 
her are cast into the river. This horrific tradition is less grotesque than it 
might sound, as a quick death by drowning is considered preferable to a 
lingering death of hunger and disease. 

The larger city, Bin-Kalad, features beautiful hanging gardens and lush 
fountains. Relatively few persons live there, however, as the city is 
essentially a tomb. All Sandfolk who die an honorable death are 
entombed there if at all possible, and funerary caravans arrive weekly. 
Tombs are sealed for 50 years, after which they are opened and the 
itinerant priests cast any remains into the Holy River of Zis. Bin-Kalad’s 
priesthood considers hippopotami to be the vessels of the gods and 
severely punishes anyone who harms the great sacred beasts of the 
nearby Swamp of Algu, even in self-defense. 

SETTLEMENTS OF THE DRUMFOLK 
The southwest portion of the known lands of Arekoz features dense, 
primordial jungles, thinly populated by tribal Drumfolk and huge reptiles 
in more northern areas. Drumfolk settlements are relatively small, rarely 
counting more than 100 individuals. Borders of tribal-controlled areas 
are fluid and erratic, and border skirmishes are common. As one goes 
farther east, one finds fewer settlements of men and larger populations of 
Lesser Scalekin, or Kash’Ki as they call themselves. The Drumfolk and 
the Kash’Ki avoid each other, and a fence of the staked skulls of both 
races marks a border between Drumfolk and Kash’Ki lands. Few 
communities can be found within 20 miles of this “Fence of Skulls.” 

The largest Drumfolk settlement is the town of Subai in the great 
Fangwood. Subai is the de facto capitol of the Drumfolk nation of Ubisi. 
No more than 200 individuals permanently live in Subai, but that 
number can swell to 1000 during the infrequent gatherings of the Ubisi 
nation. The Ubisi is the largest Drumfolk tribe, and the one most friendly 
with their Borellean neighbors. The Ubisi of Subai trade with the town 
of Threebridges, and sometimes hire themselves out as laborers or 
mercenaries. Ubisi criminals are sometimes sold to the people of 
Threebridges as slaves, and some slavers are not above kidnapping 
innocent Ubisi citizens for the slave block as well. 

Culturally and technologically, the Drumfolk resemble pre-industrial 
African tribal cultures, particularly the Zulu or the Congolese. The 
western Ubisi are the most civilized of the Drumfolk. As one goes farther 
east, the Drumfolk tribes become more savage, with headhunting and 
cannibalism not unknown. Drumfolk tribes sometimes domesticate 
hyenas, and use zorses, sturdy horse-zebra hybrids, for mounts. 

OTHER SETTLEMENTS 
The northeast corner of the known lands of Arekoz consists of barren 
tundra and trackless wastes of ice. The only shelter of any kind is to be 
found in the Fell Lands are two great horns of the Black Mountains. 
There, hundreds of Gnoll (man-shaped beasts with the heads, feet and 
fur of a hyena) tribes eke out a harsh existence by hunting and raiding. 
These tribes frequently harass the Dwarven settlements of the Black 
Mountains, and sometimes cross the mountains into the lands of men as 
well. These raids become more frequent during the winter, when caribou 
become more difficult to find. 

Since the fall of the Dwarven citadel of Dardum, Gnolls have 
controlled the vast series of caverns beneath the northern Black 
Mountains. They do not patrol those caverns regularly, but often retreat 
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to them when harassed by a daunting foe or to avoid the worst of the 
seasonal snows. The Gnolls that do dwell permanently in the ruins of 
Dardum are generally the strongest that lead the others, but even they 
are afraid of the undead “things” that dwell in the abandoned lower halls.  

Gnolls are primitive, savage, superstitious and clannish. They are fierce 
warriors and despise labor, preferring to capture needed items rather 
than manufacture them. They keep slaves, but are very cruel masters, 
and often murder their slaves for food or sport.  

The southern reaches of the known lands of Arekoz feature dense 
primordial jungle. While Drumfolk tribes control the western expanses 
of the jungle, the eastern reaches are unknown to men. Reptilian 
Scalekin dwell there, and struggle for survival among great lizard-beasts. 
As one goes farther east, one passes first through the territory of the 
Kash’Ki (Lesser Scalekin), then the territory of the Lash’Ki (Greater 
Scalekin), until finally encountering a great plateau rising from the 
jungle. Legends state that from the plateau, a race of large, winged 
reptilian creatures, the Dash’Ki (Eldritch Scalekin), ruled the land long 
ago. Ancient ruins dot the plateau, but they are virtually inaccessible to 
terrestrial races. The Lash’Ki claim they are the descendants of the 
Dash’Ki, and the Kash’Ki are their degenerate cousins. The Kash’Ki 
seem entirely ignorant of this, but hold the Lash’Ki in superstitious awe 
nonetheless. 

Technologically, the Kash’Ki and Lash’Ki generally resemble the 
Drumfolk, but their draconic heritage makes them culturally inscrutable 
to men. They seem cold, dispassionate, and unpredictable. They do have 
a culture of sorts, resembling that of the Aztecs of the 15th century, but 
that culture is closed off from outside contact. 

Technically part of Borelle, but completely untamed, the Ash Wood is 
the home of Goblinkind (Orcs, Goblins, and their ilk), and other 
monsters. They occasionally harass nearby settlements, but usually keep 
to themselves. The dread Blue Orcs are an exception, as they are well 
organized, disciplined, and a constant threat. The Blue Orcs are 
notoriously fearless, as the blue dye they use to decorate their skin both 
numbs pain and also produces a mild euphoria. It is rumored they are 
provided the dye by a woman witch who serves as their queen. Even 
without the hostile inhabitants, the Ash Wood is a dangerous place. 
Heavy winds sometimes cause the trees to shed a strong narcotic powder, 
resembling ash. The Baron of Boehr has established a series of 
fortifications to contain the Blue Orcs with good results so far. 

BEYOND THE KNOWN LANDS 

The Green and the Silk Lands 
The known lands of Arekoz composes the western third of the continent 
of Arekoz. East of the mapped portion is a vast expanse of unsettled dense 
and forbidding forest. This area, almost completely unexplored, is known 
generally as “The Green.” East of “The Green” the continent ends in an 
exotic coast of fjords and small islands. These nearly mythical lands are 
generally known as the “Silk Lands.” Technologically and culturally, the 
population of the “Silk Lands” — the Silk Folk — resembles the people 
of medieval Japan of the 11th century. The distance from Borelle on the 
west coast of Arekoz to Asujeh, capital of the “Silk Lands,” is estimated 
at 6000 miles. Due to the vast distances involved, there is very little 
contact between westerners and the Silk Folk. 

Across the Eastern Ocean 
Far to the west of the known lands of Arekoz lays the continent of Nolia. 
Nolia is a more settled and civilized place than Arekoz. Nolia features 
three notable nations: The Great Kingdom, The Freeholds of the Ice 

Folk, and the High Elven Kingdom of Rillian. Traveling to and from 
Nolia can be quite dangerous, due to beasts in the ocean and weather. 

The Great Kingdom is a country of men, encompassing most of Nolia. 
The culture of the Great Kingdom resembles that of 11th century 
Europe, including a thriving feudal system of government, with a well-
developed chivalric code. Some members of the aristocracy still cling to 
older traditions, not unlike those of the Roman Empire. The High King 
(currently Martin VIII of the House of Trent) is the most powerful 
political leader in the world. He has three children: his heir, Martin IX 
(a boy of 12), Martina (a maid of 14), and Edward the Fair (a bastard of 
25 years). Martin IX is currently the Prince of Borelle in Arekoz, ruling 
through his viceroy, Hugo, the Baron of Malfette. 

The Northern reaches of Nolia, beyond the great walled borders of the 
Great Kingdom, are the home of a hearty race of men who call 
themselves the Icefolk. Not a true nation, the Freeholds are a collection 
of small Clans who owe allegiance only to their fellows and their Jarl. 
These Icefolk are quite similar to those in Arekoz, although some 
differences in language and culture have developed. 

The central forests of Nolia are old beyond imagining. Within them is 
the ancient High Elven Kingdom of Rillian. Rillian has been a haven for 
artists and scholars for thousands of years. The Elves, although fearsome 
in war, have always embraced peace and beauty, largely ignoring their 
neighbors. Fifteen years ago, however, the High Elven Queen of Rillian, 
Andalia the Sorrowborn, succumbed to madness after a reign of over 
4000 years. Certain noble families of the High Elven court were targeted 
for imprisonment or execution, seemingly at random. Civil war broke 
out, and refugees from disfavored families have fled east to the continent 
of Arekoz. The Elven Court is now a dangerous place where madness 
and intrigue rule. Rumors persist that Andalia is considering war against 
King Martin IX, a man she openly calls a “usurping whelp.” 

The Pirate Isles 
Roughly 1200 miles west of Borelle, and equidistant between Arekoz and 
Nolia, can be found a collection of small islands. These islands have 
served as a haven for pirates and rogues for countless centuries. They are 
not completely lawless, as the local merchants require protection, but 
they are likely the least civilized settlements or men in the entire world. 
They are also quite racially diverse, featuring men of all sort, as well as 
Elves, Dwarves, Gnolls, and even Goblinkind. 

The Netherworld 
During their underground pilgrimage the Dwarves explored endless 
caverns before emerging in the Black Mountains, and in their wandering, 
they discovered countless unnamed horrors. Dwarven sages speculate 
that the entire world is honeycombed with such caverns, and that most 
are connected to form a nearly infinite labyrinth of eternal night. The 
Deep Dwarves who stayed below, and Drow Elves with their huge 
underground cities, are known to dwell in vast caverns near the surface, 
but no one really knows what things dwell in the deepest abysses of the 
darkness below, and what plans they may devise. 

CALENDAR 
In the Viceroyalty of Borelle and in Nolia, the current year is the 6,249th 
year of Nolia. Most people outside of sages and academics just use the 
last three digits. Therefore, the current year is most commonly referred 
to as 249. The Icefolk tend to measure years from the formation of their 
tribe or other specific event. Years before Nolia are typically referred to 
as negative numbers. 
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Other people (such as Icefolk, Silkfolk, Sandfolk, and Drumfolk) and 
races use their own calendars. 

KEY DATES 
-10,000 Icefolk cross a magical bridge into Northern Arekoz 
-5,892 Great cataclysm that destroyed the Mireavethian empire 
0 Establishment of the High Kingdom and defeat of Arcanum 
681 Discovery of the Pirate Isles  
730 Discovery of Arekoz 
1,637 Establishment of the Church of Three Faces 
2,248 Andalia the Sorrowborn made High Elven Queen of Rillian 
4,844 Great Dwarven city of Dardum falls 
6,035 Massive storms isolate Arekoz from Nolia 
6,037 Storms dispersed by priests of the Church of Three Faces 
6,197 Birth of Martin VIII of the House of Trent 
6,234 High Elven Queen of Rillian succumbs to madness 
6,237 Birth of Martin IX, Prince of Borelle 
6,249 Current year 

MOONS 
The World of Terrene has two moons, the brighter considered an aspect 
of the Lady of Changes and the lesser and darker moon as an aspect of 
the Lord of Shadow. The sun, of course, is generally accepted as the 
physical manifestation of the Lord of Radiance. About every eight 
hundred years both moons and the sun align in an event thought to have 
great meaning called the Great Bodement. The barriers between of 
Terrene and the Spirit Realm become weak, and occasionally beings can 
slip from one realm to another. 

DAYS OF THE WEEK 
There are 7 days in a week. 
Wine: Generally a day of mostly rest 
Worship: Day of worship 
Ceolbern: Regular work day 
Wulfa: Regular work day 
Erelm: Regular work day 
Wulmaer: Regular work day 
Eothund: Regular work day 

MONTHS 
There are 12 months in a year. Months are all 28 days long, with the 
exception of Snoweven, which is 56 days. 
Snoweven: Deep winter and typically snowy, Icefolk rarely travel 

outside their village 
Ebriadrien: Winter 
Consecration: Early spring 
Planting: Spring and rainy 
Tanimlye: Summer 
Gardenfest: Midsummer 
Tournament: Midsummer 
Dedication: Midsummer 
Earendel: Summer 
Harvestfest: Fall 
Fair: Winter 
Festival: Winter 

HOLIDAYS 
The Tournament of Crowns: Occurs on third Wine in Showeven, a 

contest of decoration filled with good cheer 

The Feast of Quests: Occurs on winter solstice in Snoweven, gifts are 
exchanged 

Orb Day: Occurs on first Erelm in Ebriadrien, gratitude for the sun and 
moons that bring light to the dark world 

Death Day: Occurs on second Worship in Consecration, those who 
have died are remembered and lives celebrated 

Planting Day: Occurs on first full week in Planting, everyone, even city 
folk, lend a hand to plant fields, much drinking on the last evening 

Investiture Day: Occurs on first Worship in Gardenfest, a day of 
fasting and worship wearing specially made ceremonial garb 

The Fair of Veils: Occurs on second Wine then Worship in 
Tournament, nobility and other leaders serve the common folk 

Bell Day: Occurs on summer solstice, people trade homes with 
neighbors when a ceremonial bell is rung, leaving small gifts 

The Blessing of the Night: Occurs on first three days of Fair, trading 
of things crafted and grown 

The Holy Days of the Triangle: Occurs on third week in Festival, 
priests impart wisdom through the teachings of their religious orders 
(however, to the chagrin of many clerics, the taverns are often well 
populated instead, while the children are left for the priests to teach) 

TECHNOLOGY 
The Lands of Arekoz is not as technologically developed as most 
common fantasy RPG worlds that include technology from a near 
Renaissance time. The Lands of Arekoz is much earlier Medieval in 
nature. While there are exceptions, technology developed past the 11th 
century in Europe is generally not going to be available. For example, 
travel across the ocean is quite risky and done in large longboats, most 
buildings are constructed of daub and wattle on a wooden frame and 
have thatch roofs, fortresses are often the motte and bailey design and 
walls around settlements and fortifications are generally constructed of 
wood logs.  

ARMS AND ARMOR 
The technology of warfare has achieved chainmail of various kinds. 
Breastplate, half plate and plate armor are not available. This also 
includes barding for horses and other mounts. For weapons, the halberd, 
rapier and cutlass are not available. A larger and heavier spear with a 
wider blade, called a warspear, is available that, for game purposes, acts 
exactly as a halberd. In published adventure modules, any NPC, monster 
or magic item should be modified accordingly (replace breastplate and 
half plate with chain mail, splint with heavy mail, plate with double mail, 
and halberd with warspear).  

The table below replaces the Heavy Armor table on page 145 of the 
Player’s Handbook. 

Heavy Armor Cost AC Strength Stealth Weight 
Ring mail 30 gp 14 - Disadvantage 40 lb. 
Chain mail 75 gp 16 Str 13 Disadvantage 55 lb. 
Heavy mail 200 gp 17 Str 14 Disadvantage 65 lb. 
Double mail 750 gp 18 Str 15 Disadvantage 75 lb. 

TRADE AND COMMERCE 
Most of the people in the Lands of Arekoz are peasant farmers who work 
in the farm fields of their lords. Each manor is made up of a number of 
acres in which the peasant farmers works in to produce food for their 
villages and lords. In addition to farming, the mostly male farmers also 
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keep sheep and the women are in charge of shearing the sheep, spinning 
the wool and sewing the clothes. Women also commonly seek jobs such 
as seamstresses and laundresses. 

Other occupations include artisans who produce commodities made 
from glass, wood, clay and iron. The artisans include weavers, 
shoemakers, masons, blacksmiths, tailors and carpenters. Some common 
jobs in villages include working as bakers, beer brewers, millers and 
vintners. In larger towns and cities, other important professionals include 
dentists, barbers, teachers and surgeons. 

Trade between the provinces is vital to Borelle. In addition, trade with 
the the Sandfolk, Drumfolk and Icefolk brings needed supplies of raw 
materials and artisan goods. The Pirate Isles, in addition to the elves and 
dwarves brings products to market that are in great demand. Dwarven 
steel weapons and armor, incredibly delicate elven cloth, and exotic items 
from the Pirate Isles can bring a good profit to a merchant willing to 
finance the ships and caravans needed to transport them. Trade routes 
and caravans can be found wherever men want to buy and sell. 

GUILDS 
Some developments in The Lands of Arekoz are somewhat advanced 
compared to the the historical world. One is guilds. Guilds are more 
prevalent and better organized compared to 11th century Europe. 
Guilds have been established for all the major crafts, industries and for 
merchants in general, providing additional security, an important safety 
net for craftsmen that would otherwise be available, and a way for a 
commoner to have some access to some upward mobility. In addition, 
guilds provide an important service in assuring goods and services are of 
a certain quality, and providing education beyond that of churches.  

It should be noted that guilds or other organizations for arcane spell-
casters are strictly prohibited. This is resulting from being ruled long ago 
by Arcanum, who were tyrannical wizard of vast power, overthrown to 
bring the freedom and prosperity enjoyed today (at least by some). The 
horrors of the Arcanum are taught to virtually every child. 

COINAGE 
While barter is the primary way of payment, and taxes are mostly paid 
in the form of goods and services, coins are a handy way of transporting 
and storing wealth. Bars of gold, silver and platinum and precious gems 
are also often used to conveniently transport wealth. 

Coins used in the Great Kingdom and Borelle are minted in each 
province, but only under the strict management of the High King’s royal 
Engravers who personally manage (and engrave) the dies used in striking 
the coins. Forgery of coins of the realm is a hanging offense. Intricate 
patterns at the edges of the coin are intended to make clipping or shaving 
coins more difficult. Coins are created in the following forms: 
Royal: Octagon platinum coin worth 10 Dragons. Has the seal of the 

Great Kingdom on one side, and a profile of the High King on the 
other. Known as “stinkers”, as the High King has a very large nose. 

Dragon: Oval gold standard coin of the lands on both sides of the sea. 
One side is a depiction of a gold dragon, on the other a dragon’s egg. 
Known as a “scale”. For the richest of nobles, sculptures of dragons 
made from gold pieces, where the oval shape is used like a dragon scale, 
are a way to display great wealth. 

Shilling: Triangular silver coin worth 1/10 of a Dragon. The front side 
of these coins has an illustration of the divine triangle, and the back 
shows the two moons and sun aligned together. Also called an “omen” 
as the alignment of the sun and moons is seen as foretelling an event of 
great importance. A “bee” means 6 shillings, in reference to the 
hexagon shape made with 6 triangles being seen in a honeycomb. 

Penny: Round copper coin worth 1/100 of a Dragon. A depiction of 
wheat adorns the front and three crossed swords on the back. The 
meaning of this has been lost to time.  

LAW AND ORDER 
Law and order is very harsh in The Lands of Arekoz. Those in charge of 
law and order believe that people will only learn how to behave properly 
if they fear what will happen to them if they broke the law. Even the 
‘smallest’ offenses have serious punishments. The authorities fear the 
poor simply because there are many more poor than rich and any revolt 
could be potentially damaging 

If a reputable priest is available, divine magic spells can be used to 
insure the accuser and the accused are telling the truth. Otherwise, one 
of the three Ordeals is used to determine guilt as outlined below. 

If you are found guilty of a crime you can expect to face a severe 
punishment. Thieves have their hands cut off. Women who committed 
murder are strangled and then burnt. People who illegally hunt in royal 
parks have their ears cut off and high treason is punishable by being 
hung, drawn and quartered.  

THE ORDEALS 
Each accused person has to go through one of the three ordeals.  
Ordeal by fire: An accused person holds a red-hot iron bar and walks 

three paces. His hand is then bandaged and left for three days. If the 
wound is getting better after three days, you are innocent. If the wound 
has clearly not gotten any better, you are guilty.  

Ordeal by water: An accused person is tied up and thrown into water. 
If you float you are guilty of the crime you are accused of. Occasionally, 
a hateful official will let the innocent drown by “accident”. 

Ordeal by combat: This is most often used by noblemen who had 
been accused of something. They will fight in combat with their 
accuser. Whoever wins is right. Whoever looses is usually dead.  

There are very few prisons as they cost money and local communities are 
not prepared to pay for their upkeep. It is much cheaper to execute 
someone for bad crimes or mutilate them and then let them go. Most 
towns and villages have a gibbet just outside of it. People are hung on 
these and their bodies left to rot over the weeks as a warning to others. 

RELIGION 
THE DIVINE TRIANGLE  
All recognize three primal gods — the Divine Triangle. The three deities 
are the Lady of Changes, the Lord of Radiance, and the Lord of Shadow. 
They are often worshipped collectively, organized by a relatively new 
and very powerful institution called the Church of Three Faces. Many 
individuals favor one deity over the others, but most will also pray to 
whichever is most appropriate in a given circumstance. Worshippers 
pray to the Lady of Changes and Lord of Radiance in the hope of 
receiving blessings, while prayers to the Lord of Shadow are made to 
bring sorrow and death to enemies, placate the cruel deity or avoid his 
terrible wrath. Almost all of the older cults revere one deity as superior. 

The Church of Three Faces is unique in that all three gods are 
worshipped as one divine entity called the Trinity. They consider the 
Divine Triangle to be three aspects of one greater deity, and those aspects 
are all treated equally, even that of the Lord of Shadows. This has made 
relationships with other religious orders difficult, as other orders focus on 
only one of the Divine Triangle, considering it the most important. 
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Deities and Race 
All known races, with each race casting the gods in their own images, 
recognize the Divine Triangle. While some choose not to worship the 
universal gods, they are a tiny minority. Most wicked races worship the 
Lord of Shadow, considering the other gods weak and foolish. Small 
depraved cults may also worship fiendish creatures, or beings from the 
Far Realms, but these perverse groups are secretive, small and isolated.  

Symbols of Cults and Religious Orders 

 The Church of Three Faces The Brotherhood of Huntsmen 

 The Knights of the Charter The Conspiracy of Tyrants 

The Church of Three Faces 
Symbol: Triangle; Weapon: Warspear; Nature: Generous, Hidebound 
Portfolio: Any of those listed for the three gods below. 

The Lady of Changes 
Portfolio: Knowledge, Life, and Nature.  
Cults & Religious Orders:  
The Brotherhood of Huntsmen: Symbol: Moon; Weapon: Bow; 

Nature: Gregarious, Cruel 
The Sisterhood of the Hearth: Symbol: Cornucopia; Weapon: 

Morningstar; Nature: Compassionate, Petty 
The Order of the Vine: Symbol: Fool Mask; Weapon: Bolo; Nature: 

Affable, Selfish 

The Lord of Radiance 
Portfolio: Light, Tempest and War. 
Cults & Religious Orders: 
The Knights of the Charter: Symbol: Sun; Weapon: Mace; Nature: 

Determined, Cynical 
The Kindly Ones: Symbol: Caduceus; Weapon: Quarterstaff; Nature: 

Kind, Capricious 
The College of Lute and Brush: Symbol: Treble Clef; Weapon: 

Sword, short; Nature: Hopeful, Lazy 

The Lord of Shadow 
Portfolio: Trickery, Grave (see XGtE) and Death. 
Cults & Religious Orders: 
The Conspiracy of Tyrants: Symbol: Star; Weapon: Gauntlet; 

Nature: Bold, Arrogant 
The League of Lepers: Symbol: Rat; Weapon: Dagger (Poisoned); 

Nature: Rapt, Cowardly 
The Red Hand: Symbol: Scythe; Weapon: Scythe; Nature: Just, 

Vicious 

LESSER DEITIES 
At one time or another, the Lady of Changes has taken both the Lord of 
Radiance and the Lord of Shadow into her bed, producing an untold 

number of children of Primal status. These strange and varied children 
often gather local cults to them, but none are known widely or 
worshipped extensively. In general they are despised by their “fathers” 
and ignored by them. The Lady sometimes dallies with Fey creatures as 
well, producing divine children that are effectively demigods in their own 
right, often granting powers to worthy Warlocks. These Primals are 
rarely known outside of their sylvan homes, although one, the Horned 
Lord, is greatly feared and spoken of in hushed tones by rustic folk. 

RACES AND BACKGROUNDS 
KINDREDFOLK 
Kindredfolk are races and backgrounds that are compatible enough to 
associate with each other in a typical adventuring group. They make the 
best player character choices and are detailed in the Player’s Handbook. 

Dwarf, Hill or Mountain 
Dwarves are a short, stocky, taciturn race that generally live 
underground and are known for their skills in stone-and metalworking. 
Most hail from the Black Mountains. Dwarves who prefer to live in cities 
carved into the sides of mountains are known as Mountain Dwarves, 
while those who live elsewhere are known as Hill Dwarves. Mountain 
Dwarves tend to be more isolated from other races and are more likely 
to wear heavy armor.  

Dwarves speak Dwarvish. 
For traits, see page 20 in the Player’s Handbook. 

Example male names: Ugmal, Narvi, Askal, Gili, Dwari, Khimal, 
Orin, Rinain, Frinan, Tharkad 

Example female names: Gamil, Urin, Gimli, Duli, Furi, Disanz, 
Umras, Kari, Gwari, Bali 

Elf, High 
High Elves are a slender race with delicate features and pointed ears. 
They tend to be quite attractive by the standards of men, and of similar 
height. Most hail from the forest Kingdom of Rillian, although many 
have become exiles due to the madness of their queen. High Elves are 
known for their haughty demeanor, their love of beauty, their emotional 
isolation, and their skill with magic.  

Elves speak Elvish.  
For traits, see page 23 in the Player’s Handbook. 

Example male names: Saeranther, Daneli, Finare, Enelror, 
Cirdanar, Mirethil, Egamdir, Finore, Finwe, Anthingoth 

Example female names: Alalwen, Ilmith, Elyel, Earen, Induilas, 
Alwen, Amarien, Iminduis, Ladrianye, Nerdelye  

Elf, Wood 
Wood Elves are a slender race with delicate features and pointed ears. 
They are a bit short by the standards of men. Most hail from the forest 
Enclave of Lyril, and few leave the boundaries of the Whisperwood. 
Wood Elves are generally unfriendly to outsiders, although they prefer 
warnings to violence. They are less magical than High Elves but are 
renowned for their archery.  

Elves speak Elvish.  
For traits, see page 24 in the Player’s Handbook. 

Example male names: Curophald, Dilegon, Feanaeli, Eboror, Indor, 
Galionel, Elethor, Elumin, Indindod, Caranthing 

Example female names: Nimrielye, Gilme, Enwen, Arwen, Laserie, 
Irith, Galote, Ilan, Nellothien, Arwebrias  
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Man, Westfolk 
Men, who hail from the continent of Nolia, or whose ancestors did so, 
are known as Westfolk. The citizens of Borelle fall into this category. 
Common people are quite rustic, and literacy is only ordinary among the 
nobility. Most commoners live and die without leaving the village of their 
birth and are generally illiterate. There is little upward mobility for social 
status, as much is determined by inherited wealth and status, although 
guilds can provide a means to improving status somewhat. 

The Westfolk speak Westspeech, also known as Common. 
For traits, see page 31 in the Player’s Handbook. 

Example male names: Ennard, Cynre, Eardlald, Ceolne, Ferther, 
Sige, Termund, Ilham, Masym Bedde, Eabert 

Example female names: Maly, Cyna, Erith, Bruda, Arurh, Annan 
Tayley, Saewe, Hilda, Stouiltiue, Marget 

Man, Icefolk 
The Icefolk resemble Scandinavian Vikings of the 11th century. 
Prospering in the frigid northern lands, with most settlements clustering 
near the coast and engaged in fishing, Icefolk have managed to thrive in 
a region with winters far too cold for fell creatures like Goblinkind or 
Gnolls. Inland Icefolk are more insular and superstitious than their 
coastal brethren and are prone to inter-clan violence. Coastal Icefolk 
enjoy the company of travelers, particularly those who share stories of 
their travels and homeland. Inland Icefolk are usually unfriendly to 
outsiders, although not usually murderous. The Icefolk have a strong 
tradition of skalds to memorialize their history, as literacy is unknown. 
Icefolk rarely breed horses, but sometimes domesticate elk or caribou to 
use as mounts and beasts of burden.  

The Icefolk speak Icespeech, and Coastal Icefolk speak Common as 
well. Icespeech has no written version and even most Icefolk who speak 
Common cannot read or write. 

For traits, see page 31 in the Player’s Handbook. 
Example male names: Vari, Ankel, Eymin Hldvardrison, Graldri 

Gamison, Andvel, Horki, Orhak, Horhi, Hingi Saemison, Rafni 
Example female names: Allag, Joda, Hidga Starridotr, Syfla 

Validotr, Swana, Raga Svesidotr, Meda, Bothe, Akot Nulfidotr, Fridga 

Halfling 
Optimistic and cheerful by nature, blessed with uncanny luck, and driven 
by a powerful wanderlust, Halflings make up for their short stature with 
an abundance of bravado and curiosity. At once excitable and easy-
going, Halflings like to keep an even temper and a steady eye on 
opportunity and are not as prone to violent or emotional outbursts as the 
more volatile races. Even in the jaws of catastrophe, Halflings almost 
never lose their sense of humor. Their ability to find humor in the absurd, 
no matter how dire the situation, often allows Halflings to emotionally 
distance themselves ever so slightly from the dangers that surround them 
and can help shield them from terrors that might immobilize their allies. 

Halflings rise to a humble height of 3 feet, and in poor lighting from a 
distance, can be mistaken for human children. They prefer to walk 
barefoot, leading the bottoms of their feet to become roughly calloused. 
Tufts of thick, curly hair warm the tops of their broad, tanned feet.  

Halflings are closely aligned to Westfolk, with quiet Halfling villages of 
burrows typically built near towns of men, and usually very far from 
dangerous lands.  

Halflings speak Westspeech, also known as Common, which contains 
many additional words for the extra meals and tasty dishes served in 
Halfling homes. 

For traits, see page 28 (lightfoot) in the Player’s Handbook. 

Example male names: Garas, Fortar, Wyny Soney, Redo, Harry 
Mathye, Adoc Midge, Froguy, Gery Hames. 

Example female names: Lavia Boffairb, Camay, Joyce, Amina 
Boffin, Sabeatr, Negild, Benne, Aneth Aner, Evet, Rantha. 

OTHER RACES AND BACKGROUNDS 
These races and backgrounds are somewhat similar to Kindredfolk, but 
are generally not going to be suitable for choice as a player character 
choice in most games, unless there is a significant reason to allow them 
(such as Silkfolk for characters who take the Monk class, for example).  

Centaur 
Centaurs are a nomadic race with no permanent settlements, and have 
a culture somewhat similar to pastoral Sioux tribe of Native Americans 
prior to European contact. They wander the Briarheath in small clans 
rarely numbering more than 20, carrying all their possessions and their 
heavy tents with them. They are great shepherds, but their flocks seem 
small by the standards of men. They are the only race to maintain 
friendly relations with the Wood Elves of Lyril in the Whisperwood, with 
whom they sometimes trade their leather and sheepskin goods for food 
in particularly harsh winters. 

Centaurs speak a dialect close to Elvish. 
For more information, see page 38 in the Monster Manual. 

Example male names: Pontimo, Honeusius, Phousimo, Haestesimm, 
Ceyxandro, Astus, Sippeleo, Amphimes, Andros, Desosios 

Example female names: Ophas, Thero, Anos, Ianas, Kasa, Kato, 
Dice, Ermis, Alien, Poda 

Dwarf, Deep 
Deep Dwarves are a cultural offshoot of the Dwarven race. They 
resemble other Dwarves, but their skin is often very pale, and their hair 
tends to gray or white. Deep Dwarves are the descendants of Dwarves 
who never emerged from their ancient subterranean wandering, and are 
equally as skilled in typical dwarven crafts such as stone working and 
weapon smithing. Some were exiles from their fellows, some came to 
prefer the darkness of the Netherworld, and some simply lost their way. 
Deep Dwarves hate light and detest all those that dwell on the surface. 
They prefer to be left alone, but violently deal with those who wander 
into their caverns, particularly the hated Mountain or Hill Dwarves, of 
whom that are quite jealous.  

Dwarves speak Dwarvish. 
For traits, see page 81 in Mordenkainen’s Tome of Foes. 

Example male names: Throri, Bali, Anzin, Dwali, Banain, Gwari, 
Thrinan, Thainan, Gimli, Akar 

Example female names: Thrukam, Bori, Alin, Kamal, Nanarv, Duli, 
Kilmal, Banain, Thatur, Arur 

Elf, Sea 
Sea Elves are a slender race with delicate features, pointed ears, and 
small gills. Their skin or hair sometimes has a blue or green tint. They 
live on islands, reefs, and in coral cities beneath the sea. Most hail from 
the Enclave of Silis in the Ring Isles. They are known for their love of 
beauty and freedom. They are less magical than High Elves, but 
extremely flexible and coordinated.  

Elves speak Elvish.  
For traits, see page 62 in Mordenkainen’s Tome of Foes. 

Example male names: Lymene, Alliceron, Melalia, Kalusine, 
Atheneron, Amamplianas, Andrartethren, Metyochilia, Glusapphea, 
Polimne 
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Example female names: Desiphene, Hematheboea, Audorgolylo, 
Ampittomen, Pyleopisia, Prisyna, Pharmathigeia, Pythodeina, 
Astertervis, Thilacothe 

Elf, Drow 
Also known as dark elves, Drow are a depraved and evil subterranean 
offshoot. White is the most common hair color among Drow, but almost 
any pale shade is possible. Drow tend to be smaller and thinner than 
other sorts of elves, and their eyes are often a vivid red. Drow usually 
coat their arrows with a potent venom.  

Drow elves speak Elvish.  
For traits, see page 24 in the Player’s Handbook. 

Example male names: Elnos Ahet, Dival Jhalo, Olaun Hilo, Maree 
Torghomd, Rinor Halo, Vuzle Phalo, Raree Rhylo, Garee Cormra, 
Ilon Yausztiith, Hounde Maerre 

Example female names: Dhale Cobyl, Iconne Clyladd, Chalue 
Yoennar, Quarrae Phylo, Vonnae Bliomin, Lice Filo, Anshal Aveil, 
Dhaune Cobyl, Faerae Urden, Erurry Dhusztyn 

Man, Sandfolk 
The Sandfolk resemble medieval Arabs or Bedouins. Most Sandfolk live 
nomadic lives, paying little heed to political organizations larger than 
their own tribe. All pay at least lip service to the Great Emir of Quabad. 
The Sandfolk are distrustful of outsiders, and many tribes can be 
belligerent. They have a great tradition of hospitality and will exchange 
food and shelter for gracious words or petty gifts given with proper 
ceremony. The exchange of gifts is an important cultural phenomenon, 
and most Sandfolk carry small tokens to exchange with persons who 
might cross their path. Most hail from Ur-Quabad and consider it the 
holiest of lands. Few leave their rugged desert due to ancient taboo. 
Individual clans have additional taboos, while a taboo against touching 
unclean animals — including horses — is nearly universal. Camels are 
used for transport, as are axe-beaks (large flightless birds that vaguely 
resemble emus). Sandfolk also believe in the ability of some to tell the 
future. These “oracles” are highly valued and their prophecies believed.  

The Sandfolk speak Sandspeech. 
For traits, see page 31 in the Player’s Handbook. 

Example male names: Khy'sa ibn Bakriya al-Ma, Abu Saama Mutee 
al-Yoos, Abu Ni'ma Mee'ni al-Qatabi, Li'ir al-Ma, Riya'ah al-Udhaisi, 
Osud al-Dhulai, Sa'am ibn Maaeli al-Barkai, Abu Miry Ad'wiya al-Ri, 
Zaamee ibn Kary al-Mee, Sadi ibn Ah'fa al-Mee 

Example female names: Umm Taahy Ra'ma al-Taizzani, Ahlah 
bint Mari al-Sa, Umm Sa'ry Butha al-Khinai, Umm Arir Ah'ma al-
Haydali, Umm Mee'zi Na'sa al-Hahai, Laha bint Amad al-Sayhai, 
Umm Naasa Na'ma al-Haylai, Na'fa bint Ni'mee al-Sa, La'am bint 
Mujy al-Tabii, Umm Sa'ni Rima al-Salii 

Man, Silkfolk 
The Silkfolk resemble the people of medieval Japan of the 11th century. 
They hail from the “Silk Lands”, an exotic coast of fjords and small 
islands that compose the eastern terminus of Arekoz. The Silkfolk speak 
Silkspeech. 

For traits, see page 31 in the Player’s Handbook. 
Example male names: Ti Lai-Yin, Hsu Baio, Wu Ge, Xu Su, Woo 

Yong, Tao Quo-En, Lei Zuo-Ti, Kao Te, Pi Huy, Xu Hsu 
Example female names: Lu Li, Ke Liu, Guao Yan, Chou Hsi, Chou 

Kui-Ju, Woo Kuei-Ru, Tsu Wai, Hsui Chu-Bao, To Rui-Su, Lu Jui-
La 

Man, Drumfolk 
The Drumfolk resemble pre-industrial African tribal cultures, 
particularly the Zulu or the Congolese. The western Ubisi are the most 
civilized of the Drumfolk. As one goes farther east, the Drumfolk tribes 
become more savage, with headhunting and cannibalism not unknown. 
Drumfolk tribes sometimes domesticate hyenas, and use zorses, sturdy 
horse-zebra hybrids, for mounts. The Drumfolk speak Drumspeech. It 
has no written version, but can be communicated by the sounding of 
tribal drums. 

For traits, see page 31 in the Player’s Handbook. 
Example male names: Kiwa, Komba, Mako, Bala, Mungu, Mumba, 

Bondi, Bomna, Kumba, Kasa 
Example female names: Mwengwa, Chila, Alul, Kama, Muko, 

Kana, Kasa, Kame, Mpounga, Bona 

Scalekin 
Scalekin are savage and cunning predators who are easily provoked and 
fiercely territorial. However, this conception is only a half-truth. The 
Scalekin are an ancient race, whose culture and traditions have remained 
unchanged for countless millennia. 

Scalekin resemble bipedal tailed reptilian humanoids. Their imposing 
frame stands between 6 and 7 feet tall. 

Scalekin dwell in highly communal, primitive settlements deep within 
swamp and marshland. Their society is patriarchal, with the strongest 
male leading tribes and shamans serving as his advisors. Despite their 
boorish treatment of  outsiders, among their own kind Scalekin are highly 
sociable. 

For traits, see page 113 (Lizardfolk) in Volo’s Guide to Monsters. 
Example male names: Arashk, Braza, Drazzat, Grauk, Guhet, 

Kaszuk, Kiuz, Rashaz, Traz, Varak, Yizzik. 
Female Names: Crae, Drazda, Hara, Hesk, Jazaka, Kroga, Riza, 

Saraza, Saress, Zara, Yikuz. 

 


